This paper presents work on the gait and gait transition analysis for a novel mobile robot that uses two actuated spoke wheels. Gait transitions, known as acyclic feed forward patterns, allow the robot to switch from one type of gait to another during walking and turning. The mobile robot IMPASS (Intelligent Mobility Platform with Active Spoke System) uses a unique mobility concept for locomotion, thus gait transition plays an important role in generating gait patterns to walk and turn. The primary focus of this paper is how to perform gait transition between gaits in walking direction. First, the basic gait patterns for steering and straight line walking are presented. More specifically, the critical gait parameterizations and the possible foot positions in different gait patterns to produce capable steering locomotion over terrain are presented. Since IMPASS is expected to utilize its metamorphic configurations to carry out gait transitions, the extending forward and inverse analyses are also presented based on previous work about topology classification and mobility analysis for IMPASS. Then the gait transition analysis and simulation of typical patterns are performed. The results from this work lay the foundation for the future research on trajectory and path planning for IMPASS.
INTRODUCTION
RoMeLa (Robotics and Mechanisms Laboratory) at Virginia Tech proposed and designed a novel high-mobility locomotion platform, IMPASS (Intelligent Mobility Platform with Active Spoke System), as shown in Fig. 1 , classified as the leg-wheel hybrid robots [1] [2] [3] [4] , which is much more adaptable to a wide range of unstructured ground environments than the wheeled robots and faster on smooth surfaces than the legged robots. Previous work has been presented [5] [6] on mobility and geometrical analysis, and the three-dimensional kinematic analysis of IMPASS. IMPASS is designed to walk on various terrains, cross over obstacles or climb up steps, using the unique ability to actuate its spokes intelligently. One approach to generate a walking motion, which is a context-dependent locomotive behavior, is to take abstracted view of feet locomotion by selecting the gaits a robot may use. The basic gait patterns will be stored with each gait designed for a specific purpose. In the absence of sensor information, intuitive feed forward motion patterns can be developed according to various tasks [7] . Learning techniques have been applied in this area to improve robustness and performance [8] [9] . A hierarchical approach to robot control can then be taken, allowing the robot to walk by switching through a sequence of gaits. The control system can focus on selecting appropriate gaits and adjusting parameters of those gaits for general steering.
Gait and gait transition is a major component of the path planning, where many research works have been concentrated. For instance, McGhee and Iswandhi introduced a free gait, a non-periodic gait, in which any leg can move at any time to provide support and body motion on rough terrain [10] . Song and Waldron [11] proposed an analytical approach, where the foot position is defined by local phase, which is the fraction of a cycle period by which the current foot position follows the placement of that foot. This analytical approach promoted a better understanding of the leg coordination of a periodic gait. Hamdan, Fontaine, and Picard [12] presented a theoretical strategy of gait transitions for quadruped. They developed a graphical representation of gaits that allows the comparison and explanation of gait transition process. Zhang and Song [13] performed the study of quadruped turning gaits. Spinning gaits and circling gaits are introduced based on the location of the turning center. Tsujita, Kobayashi, Inoura and Masuda developed an oscillator method for gait transition controlling [14] .
However, not that much research work mentioned above can be adapted for the application of IMPASS analysis due to the unique metamorphic configurations during its walking locomotion. Most likely, in this paper, we just borrowed the concepts and terminology from the previous research work. Instead of talking about the phase portrait of walking speed during the gait transition, we mainly focus on the metamorphic configuration of the gait and gait transition.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: with the database of possible gait patterns, the challenging task becomes how to specify the particular gait pattern and how to transit between them, in order to adapt to environmental changes in locomotion context, as the requirements to the underlying path planning are altered, which is described in section 2. The problem remaining is how to perform gait transition between gaits in walking direction, the primary focus of this paper, which is presented in section 3. More specifically, we address the critical gait parameterizations and the possible feet positions in different gait patterns to produce capable steering locomotion over terrain. In order to describe an automated behavioral sequence to enable the smooth transition, for example, even terrain steering, the strategies for transitioning between gait patterns are explored in section 3. In section 4, several typical gait pattern transition experimental tests are discussed to illuminate issues of the applications of open loop strategies on gait transitions. At the end, in section 5, conclusions are drawn and the future work is stated.
BASIC GAIT PATTERNS
In this paper, "gait" states a continuous motion that produces locomotion through a time starting with the foot departure from the ground to approach to the ground. In some paper [15] , the term "stance" is used to denote the spoke that is in contact with the ground, while "flight" refers to the spoke that is swinging through the air. During stance, the spoke pushes against the grounds, generating forces that move the robot forward. A spoke in flight returns to the configuration where stance begins again, completing a cycle of the gait. Here, we will use the term "gait pattern" to denote the specific "ground contact case" we defined in reference [5] , which enumerate all types of contact schemes IMPASS could have with the ground. As we know, IMPASS is designed with two actuated spoke wheels, connected through the axle, as shown in Fig.1 . Each of the wheels is composed of three independently actuated spokes, which pass through the hub centers. In our previous paper, the kinematics models with variable configurations of IMPASS are classified into totally twenty (4+10+6=20) ground contact cases [5] based on various ground contact points in left and right wheels. Considering the mobility, stability and efficiency of the walking locomotion, the following six gait patterns (ground contact cases) and their transitions of IMPASS are going to be adopted very often for the motion planning, as illustrated in Fig.2 . Here, the positive direction of Y axis represents the forward direction of IMPASS. Note that, we still use the terminology n 1 -n 2 (n 1 , n 2 =0, 1, 2, or 3), [5] to represent ground contact case, that is, gait pattern. With respect to this forward direction, n 1 denotes the number of actual contact points in the right spoke wheel while n 2 stands for the number of actual contact points in the left spoke wheel.
In Fig.2 The common sense for path planning is the trajectory composed of circle line and straight line, that is, the combination of 1-1P pattern and 1-1P (E) pattern. However, 2-1 1-1 P the gait transitions from 1-1P to 1-1P (E) include transition from 1-1P to 2-1to 1-1S and then to 1-1P (E) pattern, where 1-1S could be 1-1S(R) or 1-1S (L). Well, the gait transition from 1-1S(R) pattern to 1-1(L) pattern is involved here, because this gait transition can perform the right to left or left to right sharp turning, whereas the others only execute right turn or left turn. In order to lay the foundation for the future trajectory planning, the following of this paper will focus on 1-1P gait and 1-1P to 1-1P (E) gait transition.
GAIT AND GAIT TRANSITIONS
With a large set of possible gait patterns, the challenging task becomes understanding how to perform transition between them in order to produce different styles of gaits. Different from gait, a periodic motion, gait transition is inherently acyclic, beginning at one robot configuration found in one gait pattern and ending at the configuration from another gait pattern. Whereas gaits are meant to be walk cyclically, transitions are acyclic behaviors that switch between gaits. We need to mention that "cyclic" and "acyclic" are used to describe the metamorphic configurations of gait and gait transition. In the study of path planning for an undergoing change of walking direction of IMPASS, for example, from circular line to straight line, 1-1P gait and 1-1P to 1-1P (E) gait transition are engaged (in Fig.2 ), which is the main focus of this section.
In order to generate useful transitions, it is important to understand the fundamental properties of gaits, such as their parameterizations, as well as issues like gait constraints and gait validity. A valid gait transition would be one that continues locomotion, changing a gait"s parameters from one gait to anther over a finite period of time, while keeping the robot in valid configurations throughout the transition.
3.1 1-1 P and 1-1P (E) Gait: 1-1P gait pattern plays very important roles when performing a circular locomotion with changeable curvature radius, whereas 1-1P (E) pattern is the vital pattern for straight line walking motion of IMPASS. To be convenience, we put these two patterns together, since they have the similar parameterizations for the walking motion. Without losing generality, we use 1-1P pattern represents both of them in this section. Note that, the curvature of a circle of radius "r" is its reciprocal "1/r" and the curvature is smaller the larger the radius of the circle.
The nomenclature definition for 1-1P gait pattern is shown in Table 1 , and their geometrical meaning is also illustrated in Fig.3, Fig. 5 and Fig.6 . These figures indicate the stance when both gait 1 and gait 2 contact the ground at the same time. In the derivation, we choose a reference coordination system at each gait which superposes the left foot fixed coordinate system (attached to the left foot of IMPASS) at each gait. As shown in Fig. 3 , the fixed global coordinate system XYZ is coincident with the reference coordinate system at Gait 1. Outer circle radius
Effective right spoke length at Gait i+1 l r0 , l r1 … l ri … l rn Effective right spoke length at Gait i+1 
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Useful Gait Parameterizations:
Useful parameters for describing gait pattern transition exist in these trajectories that each spoke follows. These parameters provide a form of semantic information about a gait, indicating the gait pattern, when certain spoke undergo stance, as well as whether or not the gait will be valid to produce the expected locomotion.
Constraints:
First of all, physical and geometrical constraints are our principal concern. For the sake of simplicity, we only focus on right turning in this paper, that is, in the condition of l l0 ≥ l r0 . The physical geometry of IMPASS gives us the following constraints: Combining the definition in Table 1 , and the geometrical characters illustrated in Fig. 3 , the following relationships could be derived:
The medial curvature ranges that 1-1P gait could reach is given in eq.(3). The derivation is presented in detail in eq. (15) .
2. Two degrees of freedom:
1-1P has two degrees of freedom, as indicated in previous work [5] , named as 0 and 0 for the Gait 1 . For legibility 1-1P parallel topology has been transformed to the equivalent serial manipulator with two degrees of freedom (in Fig.4) , which is also presented in [5] . The first degree of freedom 0 is caused by changing the lengths of the two spoke links simultaneously, which is a translational motion parallel to the spokes. The other degree of freedom 0 is the rotation of the pivoting line on the ground. From the above definition, the first degree of freedom d 0 is calculated by:
Here, the other degree of freedom 0 corresponds to the dihedral angel between the plane where the first pair of spokes locate and the ground. Based on the geometry in Fig.5 , the other degree of freedom 0 can be expressed by:
Where, 1 is the projected point of the left hub center c l0 on the ground, and at the same time, we make sure that 
Where, three perpendicular line theorem in space analytic geometry is applied in the derivation of this expression and the following three useful angles" expression. The calculations are all overleapt in this paper. Please contact the corresponding author, for more details. 
Three Useful Angles:
Again, 1-1P performs the circular turning motion, therefore, three very vital angles , and (see Fig. 5 ) are defined in Where,
The Heading Angle defines the departure angle of the walking direction from the X Axis in their respective reference coordinate of Gait i, where the walking direction is corresponding to the ground contact left/right foot direction from gait to Gait i to Gait i+1.
The Turning Angle is the rotating angle of the left or right feet about the turning center from Gait i to Gait i+1.
1-1P Forward and Inverse Kinematic Solutions:
The coordinate frames using DH convention is parameterized in order to obtain the forward transformation matrix and then deduce the following closed form forward and inverse kinematic solutions of 1-1P Gait Pattern. For the sake of concision, only the analytical solutions are presented here.
Analytical solution of forward kinematics:
Analytical solution of inverse kinematics:
The position coordinates of hub centers c l0, c r0 expressed in the global coordinates are given by:
Here S denotes Sin and C denotes Cos in above expressions.
Feasible Footprints of Gait 2 for 1-1P:
The potential area of the next gait footprints is worthwhile to study for the future path planning. First of all, the coordinate transformation matrix is used to convert the refrence coordinates from the stance of the current gait to the stance of the next gait, both denoted in the global coordinate. For example, in Fig.6 , 0 1 is the transformation matrix from the reference coordinate of Gait 1 XYZ to the reference coordinate of Gait 2 X 1 Y 1 Z 1 : Then the next feet location p 1l, p 1r in the global coordinates is identified by:
Note: S denotes Sin and C denotes Cos in above expressions. 
Trajectory Generation of 1-1P Gait:
Path planning from the initial point to the target point is basically composed of circle segment and straight line segment. In order to follow a circle path, the following assumption will be made:
That is:
Then the turning angle turns out to be:
Where,
The minimum steps to finish a circle become:
The radius of the outside, inside and medial concentric circle is given by: P 0 l 
Gait Transition from 1-1P to 1-1P (E):
For transformation from circular turning to straight line walking, gait transition 1-1P to 1-1P (E) is required. Also, 1-1P gait pattern cannot meet smaller curvature radius steering than 19.5 , as we calculated above in eq. (15) . Therefore, gait transition from 1-1P to 1-1S (1-1S(R) or 1-1S (L)), or gait transition between 1-1S (R) and 1-1S (L) will be demanded for bigger curvature steering. All the above gait transitions are included in 1-1P to 1-1P (E) gait transition, as indicated in Fig.2 . So without losing generality, we all call it 1-1P to 1-1P (E) gait transition. Actually during all the involved gait patterns, the characteristic of 1-1S (R) or 1-1S (L) pattern is vital for the other 2-1 pattern analysis. For legibility, typical gait transition from 1-1P to 1-1S (1-1S(R) or 1-1S (L)) is analyzed for the representation.
Useful Gait Parameterizations:
In addition to nomenclature in Table 1 , two more parameters are defined for 1-1P to 1-1S gait transition, as illustrated in Table2 
1-1 Skew Kinematics Solutions:
Reference [5] shows that 1-1S Gait also has two degrees of freedom 1 and 2 . 1-1S parallel topology has been transformed to the equivalent serial manipulator for legibility (in Fig.10 ), which is also presented in [5] . The first degree of freedom 1 is a rotation about the pivoting line, and the other degree of freedom 2 is the rotation of body axle about a virtual axis. Parameterize the coordinate frames using DH convention to obtain the forward transformation matrix and then deduce the following kinematic solutions.
Where, = −1 (
Numerical solution of inverse kinematics:
Note: S denotes Sin, C denotes Cos and T denotes Tan in above expressions. 
Trajectory Generation for Gait Transition:
The feasible footprints of 1-1P to 1-1S (1-1S(R) and 1-1S (L)) gait transition for right/ left steering will be the right/ left side shown in Fig.11 . Straight line scope indicates the possible walking area of the next gait, which is important for trajectory transition from circular turn to straight line walking. 
EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION
Open loop stable control strategies have been applied for the gait transitions. By control strategy we mean the way a movement system structures itself to approach a task. An open loop stable control strategy does not use active reaction to respond to perturbations. It uses the geometry of the mechanical device, the kinematics and dynamics of motion, and the properties of materials to stabilize the task execution. It is distinguished from closed loop control strategies by the absence of sensory input to the computing of actuator commands for error compensation.
In this section, several typical gait pattern transition tasks will be discussed to illuminate issues of the applications of open loop strategies on gait transitions.
1-1 P Gait Turning Motion:
1-1P gait pattern has been adopted to perform circular turning with constant curvature. This gait pattern sets a smaller curvature for the outside hub and a larger curvature for the inside hub, as shown in Fig. 12 (a) . Testing was done to correlate the predicted inner turning radius of 18 inches with the actual turning curvature, displayed as the white circle in Fig. 12(a) . The prototype performed maneuver with an inner turning radius actually ranging from 18 inches to 20 inches. The deviation from the rigid kinematic model to the physical prototype is the result of several reasons, including the offset of the spokes in the hub, the compliance of the spokes, as well as the physical size of the feet. Also, the feet do not make a perfectly discrete contact point with the ground while taking a step, but rather roll over approximately an inch, introducing a slight variation from the kinematic model.
Another observation from the circular turning motion testing was an unexpected twisting of the spokes during a turn, as shown in Fig. 12 (b) . This twist occurs as IMPASS walks over the foot at an angle, allowing the flat sides of the feet to hold the ground. A possible solution to this twist is the change from a flat-sided foot to a ball foot, eliminating the flat edge.
(a) (b) Figure 12 . Snapshot of (a) Circular Turning Motion using 1-1P Gait Pattern (b) Spoke Twisting
1-1 S Turning Gait Transition:
The turning gait transition is used to transform between circular line turning and straight line waling, or between different curvature circular lines turning. The snapshot of 1-1 Skew gait transition pattern is illustrated in Fig. 13 . In this test, the prototype performed as predicted by the kinematic model, and did not show any sign of instability. Since 1-1 Skew pattern allows IMPASS to change the roll orientation of the body with slight flex in the spokes during this transition motion, the prototype of IMPASS remains stable and controllable over this range of motion. 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
Through a greater understanding of gait patterns, we have shown how gait pattern transitions lead to new behaviors of IMPASS, such as steering. Switching between gaits instantaneously or switching between spokes progressively, results in motion patterns that continue locomotion, while keeping the robot"s configuration valid.
Future directions for this research branch out in a variety of ways. Our newfound understanding of gait patterns is allowing us to consider a continuum of gaits, rather than isolated gaits. Using this continuous representation, we intend to apply control by evolving a gait over time, performing local feedback by applying touch or/and vision sensors. We are also interested in techniques of trajectory and path planning, to encode gaits and gait transitions in a continuous framework.
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